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I shall discuss here two experiments in which we investigated

the linguistic competence of young children. We wanted primarily

to find out how much of adult speech they understand, or attend

to. We were interested, then, in the linguistic input for the

children.

In recent years there has been much interest in problems of

language acquisition. Unfortunately, work in this area has been

based almost exclusively on the natural speech of children, that

is, on their linguistic output. An explanation for this focus

is that young children are unable or unwilling to make direct

linguistic judgments or distinctions: attempts to get them to

answer questions about language have been notoriously unsuccess-

ful.

The emphasis on children's natural speech seems unfortunate

for two reasons. The first is that linguistic performance does

not necessarily reflect competence, as is well known. Historical

accident and other non-linguistic factors determine performance to

an important degree. The second reason has to do with the dif-

ference between what young children hear and what they say.

With adults the two are similar, so that in accounting for output

we can feel reasonably sure that we have accounted for input.

Children, however, talk minimally -first in nouns and then so-called

telegraph sentences - during their early years; while they hear

full adult speech, addressed sometimes to themselves and sometimes

to other adults. Therefore the question of passive competence,

of comprehension as well as production, must be raised when one



considers the linguistic competence of yamng children. What do children

make of what they hear? How much oe adult speech do they in fact hear?

are questions that should be asked.

We tried by indirect mathods to attack these questions. Our notion

was that experiments, in which children were presented with utterances of

different structures, might yield information as to the linguistic dis-

tinctions and perceptions that the children operate with.

Free Response EXperiment

The first experiment, which uses a free response technique, is dis-

cussed in detail in a forthcoming paper.1 I shall summarize the experi-

ment very briefly here, and then give a full description of a second study,

which used the technique of repetition. The two experiments suggest, we

think, a general approach .to work with young children.

In the Free Response Experiment a group of imperative sentences was

presented to children 11/2 - 21/2 years old. The imperatives all per-

tained to toys that were in the room, within easy reach, and the chil-

dren were free to respond to (or to ignore) them. We recorded be-

havioral and verbal responses, when there were any, and examined the

frequencies of the responses to see if they varied according to the

differences between the imperatives,
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We wanted to know whether the children ncticed a difference between

the types of imperatives. The avertmental variables WICt.3 structure and

familiarity: the children heard three types of structwess, minimal (single

nouns), telegraphs, and fall adult sentences. The words in the everimental

sentences - except tor the toy names - woe )ratted with nonsense syllables.

This second type of variation was included to test how closely the children

attended to the adult parts of adult speech. Our Ilubjects° natural speech

was minimal or telegraphic.

The children dids, apparently,9 differentiate between the stimulus sen-

tences. The structure variation produced interesting results: the young-

est2 children were most responsive trt, telegraph or minimal speech, while

the older children were most responsive to full adult speech (recall that

the oldest child is 21/2). All the children responded less and somewhat

differently to sentences containing rowans*. They were most likely to

follow the command or to respond verbally when & sentence had only famil-

iar words; to sentencea with nomen (6.9 the e,hildren tended to ::)speat Not

of the sentence.

We concluded from the pattern of their respmges that the children

did attend to adult parts of adult spetela9 bat thr% they tend not to

listen to adult speech beginning with unfamilimo vemrds. To the extent

that this is true9 the adult speech that children actually hear at the

stages of early grammar construction may be ehtaply limited. In fact9

the linguistic environment of young elt76,1,aren may not be cisite, so varied
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and bewildering as people have tended to assume. For a full description

of the experiment and discussion of the results, see the paper cited

above.

We demonstrate that young children have a period where their

language is telegraphic on the input as well as the output side (Roger

Brow]; Martin Braine, Susan Ervin andethers have investigated the latter in

some detail). We also show that at a slightly later stage the children

are attuned to full adult speech as input, although their linguiotic out-

put is still telegraphic.

II

Repetition Experiment

I will now describe an experiment with 3 and 4 year old children,

in which we used repetition as a means of investigating their linguistic

competence. We presented the children with sentences of different types,

some of which did and some of which did not occur in their natural speech.

Our experimental question was, did the children respond differently to

different structures? We tried, as in the Response Experiment, to infer

from their responses something of wbat the children knew *bout the structures.

The stimuli were all full sentences of adult speech; in the experiment
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the children were asked to repeat the sentences immediately after an experi-

menter said them.

It is well known that people repeat more accurately when they can

structure what they hear. We expected the children to be fairly accurat,

in their repetitions of easier (for them) structtres much less accurate

in their repetition of difficult structures. In analyzing the children's

repetitions, we were interested in two main pointss 1) what properties

of a structure make it easy or difficult to repeat; and 2) what do children

do - what kind of errors do they make - when they find it difficult to

repeat a structdre.

I will describe the experiment and then discuss its results.

The stimulis The at/mulu ..
sentences varied in structure and gram-

maticalness. Children heard grammatical and ungrammatical versions of

each structural type. We hoped that ungrammatical stimuli would bring

out some of the passive knowledge we are most interested in. We expected

the children to find it difficult to repeat ungrammatical stimuli, to

the extent that they used structural cues in repeating grammatical stimuli.
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There were 7 different structural types. They varied in complexity -

that is, length of transformational history - but none were maximally

simple.

The structures were alike in that each had, as its surface structure,

the form of a simplex with one complex area.

Subj Pred

The complex area might have a conjunction, an embedded sentence, an ex-

panded deteminer; otherwise the sentences contained subject, verb,

object, ;In the normal crder, with no other complexity. The structural

types were these (labelled for convenience according to the type of

complexity):

NuMber: Two of the marbles rolled away

Conjunction: Sam and Ronny built their house

Adjectives They played with long yellow blocks

VP: Daddy may have missed the train

Relative: The lady who sneezes is sick

Conj. Inversion: Not George but Danny came along

Complement: I want to play the piano
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(Adjective and conjunction complexity occurred in both subject and

object of stimulus sentences.)

There were ungrammatical sentences of each structural type. The un-

grammatical stimuli contained a grammatical errors always in the complex

part of the sentence. The errors had to do with either a constants

auxiliarys or inflection,

constant errors Harry likes ridt the horses

auxiliary errors Harrylikes to riding the horse

inflection errors Two of the marble rolled away

Lengths counted in syllabless was held constant. We found in pre-

liminary work that children of this age have little trouble with strings

of words of 5 syllables or lesss that iss they usually rupeat them

accurately3 and that they are usually inaccurate in repeating strings

more than 9 syllables long. Our stimuli were 6-8 syllabless it

seemed likely that 3-4 year oldsu dbility to repeat strings of this

length might depend to a gre t extent on their bility to structure

the string.

Simple familiar words were used in each sentence. The children

heard several instancess grammatical and ungrammaticals of each

structures but never the same sentence twice. The sentences were ran-

domized and filler sentences in erted between ungrammatical timulis

so that a child did not hear everal ungrammatical stimuli in a raw;

there were 150 sentences in the timulms list.
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The experimeatal sessions were simple. They were conducted by an

experimenter in the child's home, preferably mith the mother absent (it

wasn't always possible to manage this). The children were asked by the

experimenter to usay what I says!' and given practice mith examples until

they understood the task. (All the children learned with ease mhat vas

expected of them.) The children were allowed to rest mhen they showed

signs of tiring, and were occasionally rewarded for cooperation with

candy. Usually tmu ;gibour sessions were needed to present all the

stimuli. The experimental sessions were taped, and transcribed by someone

not present at them.

Our subjects were 18 children, 3 and 4 years old; all came from

middle-class, professional backgrounds. We collected samples of their

natural speech and ranked the children according to verbal maturity,

using modal utterance length as a measure. The subjects fell into three

groups mhen ranked in this way. Although there were exceptions, gener-

ally the older children were more advanced in linguistic development.

Scorinv The children's responses mere scored as accurate, in-

accurate, or inadequate, The first category is self-evident. Inaccur-

ate responses mere not completely accurate renditions of the stimulus

sentence, but contained 3 words of stimulus, in the order in which the

child heard them. Inadequate responses mere attempted repetitions mhich

did not meet the criterion for the inaccurate category, and trials when

the child refused to respond at all. Occasionally the experimenter
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was asked to say a stimulus sentence talcs; these trials were excluded

from the analysis, since we couldn't be sure whether the child had

heard the stimulus the first time or not. I will mention later slib-

groupings of the responses that were scored as inaccurate.

Results

In discussing the results of the experiment, I will first outline

the effects of the experimental variables on tbe children's repetitions;

then I will speculate briefly as to some of the processes involved and

ybat we can infer, from the children's inaccurate repetitions, of their

knowledge of the stimulus sentences.

Structure

The children's responses were significantly affected by the struct-

ure variable.3 Some of the structures yere much easier for the children

to repeat than others: the easier ones produced a relatively high per-

centage of accurate repetitions, the more difficult produced a much lower

percentage of accurate repetitions. On the basis of percentage of accu-

rate repetitions, the structures fell into tyo groups:

Easy

(A structures)

Conjunction
Number
Complement

Difficult

(B structures)

Adjective
Relative
Veibal Auxiliary
Conjunction Inversion
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The frequencies of other types of responses also differed for the two

groups of structures: there were more inaccurate and inadequate re-

sponses to B stimuli than to A stimuli.

Inaccurate responses were defined as repetitions that contained at

least three words of the stimulus sentences in the order in which they

occurred. The inaccurate responses were grouped according to the serious-

ness of the error they contained. Errors were scored as serious or peri-

pheral; counted as peripheral errors were changes of article (e.g. the

instead of a)s changes of tense (e.g. past instead of present), changes

of number e.g. plural instead of singular, close semantic substitution

e.g. fainstead of run).

Serious errors were much more frequent in responses to B stimuli than

in responses to A stimuli.

Responses with serious errors were subdivided according to whether

the errors were stracture-preserving or structure-violating. I wi31 give

some examples of each type of serious error to make the categories clear.

Structure-preserving:

(stimulus) The
(response) The

(stimulus) The
(response) The

(stimulus) The
(response) The

old grey wolf chased rabbits
old wolf chased rabbits

lady should have gone home
lady should gone home

boy who was running fell down
boy running fell down
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Structure-violating:

(stimulus) The old grey wolf chased rabbits

(response) The old grey chased rabbits

(stimulus) The boy who was running fell down

(response) The boy who was fell down

(stimulus) The boy who was running fell down

(response) The boy fell down

Note that when the complexity was omitted in a response, the

response was scored as structure-violating.

Structure-violating responses were more frequent to B stim-

uli than to A stimuli. 3 out of the 18 sUbjects had structure-violat-

ing errors in repetitions of A stimuli; 15 of the 18 subjects had errors

of this type in repetitions of B stimuli.

It is clear that A and B structures were different for our subjects:

the A structures were relatively easy for them to repeat, the B structures

were quite difficult. We now mish to characterize the two groups of

structures, as at least a partial. answer to the question, what makes a

structure easy or difficult for children to repeat?

As me would expect, it is generally true that the more difficult

structures are more complex, that is, they have longer transformational

histories. Complexity in this sense does not constitute an adequate

criterion, however: consider the Comp and Rel structures, both of

which have two underlying sentences, one embedded to another.
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A structure (Comp)s Johnny wants to ride the horse.

B structure (Rel)s The lady who sneezes is sick.

In the Comp sentence, a sentence is substituted for the object noun-

phrase; in the Rel sentence, a sentence is adjoined to a subject

nounphrase, and interposed between the subject noun and the main verb

of the sentence. It BOOMS, then, that the way in which sentences are

combined makes a difference, in other wards that surface structure is

more important than length of transformational history (at least for

the childrenls performance of the task of repetition).

Why should surface structure be important? We have assumed that

to repeat a sentence with reasonable accuracy, a child must be able to

impose a structure on the sentence. There mgy be a difference in sur-

face structures, in how accessible they are to structural analysis&

that is, how easy they are to hear. Thas it is not surprising that

Rel sentences, where a sentence is interposed between subject noun and

verb, are hard to repeat - and perhaps hard to understand. However

it is less obvious why Adj structures were hard for the children to

repeat.

Location of complexity is one possible factor. Children might

find more accessible structures with the complex area toward the end,

as it was Lithe Comp sentences they were asked to repeat. We tested

12



the results to see whether location of complexity made a differences

and found thAt it did not s accurate responses were equally likely to

stimuli with complexity at the beginning or the end.

We differentiate between A and B surface structures in terms of

a property I will call esi.cm. Compression refers to the way

semantic information occurs in a sentence. When sentences have low

compressions semantic information is distributed fairly evenly through-

out the sentence; when sentences have high compressions semantic in-

formation is bunched together, or compressed, at the nounphrase or

verbphrase level. In terms of tree structure, highly compressed sen-

tences have NP or VP nodes dominating several information-carrying

elements 314

Det.

The green coat

13
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In sentences with low compression, NP or VP nodes dominate relatively few

information-carrying elements

S

VP
NP/N

Johnny and Ellen mi sed the train

VP

/<et \N

Two of the marbles rolled away

The A structures, wIdch the children found easy to repeat, have rela-

tively low compression; B structures, which were more difficult, have

relatively high compression.
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We measured latencies of the children's responses (time from the end

of the stimulus to the beginning of the response), and found that in

general, responses to B stimuli took longer than responses to A stim-

uli. This was especially true for the younger, less verbally mature,

childreg there was less difference between the latencies of responses

to A and B stimuli for the more mature group. The differences in

frequency of accurate repetitions, and in latencies, suggest that

sentences with law compression may be easier to understand as well as

to repeat. Perhaps the children's limited faculties are overburdened

if too much information is compressed into one space,

The effect of compression6uggests an hypothesis about childron's

acquisition of new structures. Degree of compression may be an impor-

tant factor in the order in which children acquire new structures.

Transformations resulting in surface structures of relatively low com-

pression may be learned early, and transformations resulting in highly

compressed surface structures may be learned later, as the memory span

and grammatical arid conceptual scope of the children increases. It

would be interesting to investigate this possibility; however first the

notion of compression must be refined and extended to cover different

types of surface structures,
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Ungrammaticalness

We now consider ungrammaticalness, the second werimental variable.

Our interest is in the effect of the grammatical errors: in comparing

the childrents responses to grammatical and ungrammatical stimuli.

If the children were repeating by rote there mould be no reason for

their accuracy to differ with grammatical and ungrammatical stimuli.

However, if they used structural cues in repeating the grammatical

errors might be disruptive, that is, the children might find it

difficult to repeat ungrammatical stimuli.

Ungrammaticalness strongly affected all types of responaes. As

me expected, the children were less often accurate in their repetitions

of ungrammatical stimuli. There were more serious errors in responses

to ungrammatical stimuli, and more inadequate responses to ungrammati-

cal than to grammatical stimuli.

Accurate or peri- Serious Inadequate
pheral error error response

Responses to A stimuli:

Gram 92% 54% 2.6%

Ungram 60% 32% 8%

RespoLses to B stimuli:

Gram

Ungram

60%

33%

16
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36%
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Among the inaccurate responses - to ungrammatical stimuli - were

a great number of structure-preserving responses, that were grammatical

sentences: that is$ grammatical versions of the ungrammatical stimuli.

To an ungram stimulus, Mary went see the animals the children might

respond with the grammatical sentence, Mary went to see the animals*

To a stimulus sentence Mine old green coat has holes, a child might

respond, 114114.areen coat has holes. These grammatical versions

of ungrammatical stimuli will be referred to as normalizations.

There were more normalizing responses to the easier, A stimuli 9

than to B stimuli. If a child tended to repeat accurately grammatical

stimuli of a given structure, he tended to normalize ungrammatical

stimuli of that structure. In other words, when =grammaticalness had

a strong effects, there was a serious difference in the frequency of

accurate responses to grammatical and ungrammaticea stimuli - there

were many normalizing responses to ungrammatical stimuli. But if un-

grammaticalness had little effect there were few normalizing responses

to ungrammatical stimuli. This relationship is expressed in our data

by a significant correlation between the effect of ungrammaticalness

&DI normalizations.

There was a possibility that other factors, besides the experi-

mental variables of structure and =grammaticalness, might have affected

childrenes responses to the ungrammatical stimuli. The ungrammatical

17



stimuli differed in whether they had one or two possible normal struc-

tures: whether they were ambiguous of resolution. The stimuli also

differed in the type of error they contained, from a mechanical point

of view. We tested to see whether these factors contributed to or

dominated the effect of ungrammaticalness.

Ambiguity of resolutions some of the ungrammatical sentences

might be identified as having two different structures (with the

addition, deletion of substitution of one element)s For instance,

there are two possible identifications of the following sentences

1 Susielikee to riding in buses

la Susielikesto ride in buses

lb Susie likes riding in buses

Some sentences, on the other hands, have only one identification, e.g.,

2 John wants to going to the zoo

2a John wants to go to the zoo

Responses might differ for stimuli that were 'Unambiguous or ambig-

uous of resolution°, either because of childrenus difficulty in deciding

batmeen two possible analyses, or because there wnuld simply-be more

likelihood of a childos identifying a structure when there were two

possibilities.

We compared responses to ambiguous and unembiguous stimuli, in

terms of accuracy and normalizations. Wil,h one exception5 the frequen-

cies of both types of responses were not affected by ambigultq of

18



resolution. Apparently the children were not sophisticated enough to be

aware of more than one possible identification9 in most cases (their

normalizations usually had only one of the tmo possible forms).

The grammatical errors9 looked at from a mechanical point of view9

involved several different operations (on a normal form)s deletion9

sdbstitution9 additions of constants or endings, A particular kind of

disruption might be easier to identify than arother9 or more difficult;

and certain kinds of disruptions might be easy or difficult to repro-

duce. This is a mechanical rather than a grammatical difference9 and

we did not want to mistake one for the other. Ungrammatical stimuli

were grouped9 according to how they were formed from a grammatical

sentence. Responses to these new categories showed that deletion of

a constant had a different effect from the oth r oper tionss it de-

pressed accuracy most9 and produced the most normalizations9 (that 159

identification was easy but reproduction difficult mith this particular

type of error.)

The sentences containing errors also differed fram a grammatical

point of views there were errors pertaining to constants9 auxiliaries9

or inflection. We tested to see whether the types of errors had dif-

ferent Effects on accuracy (comparing responses to grammatical and un-

grammatical stimuli) or on normalizations. Errors of inflected dis-

rupted accuracy the most9 errors of auxiliaries disrupted accuracy-the

least (these results were only near significance statistically). There
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was no strong difference in the effect of the types of errors on normal-

izations.

This completes our discussion of the children's responses to the

experimental variables.

I will now talk about normalizations and other responses from a

different point of view. I shall try to outline the processes involved

in producing successful and unsuccessful repetitions. Then an analysis

of th ohildren's unsuccessful repetitions mill be presented and I will

attempt further inferences about the childrengs knowledge of the struc-

tures of the experimental stimuli.

EgIBM2112I1211S )

We first ask, what happens when a child gives a normalizing

response to an ungrammatical stimulus? The child hears a sentence with

an error, and produces the sentence without the error. There are

three possible explanationss the child hears and corrects the error,

the child hears but does not reproduce the error, or finally, the child

doesn/t hear the error in the first place. The last two explanations

are the most parsimonious and the most p/ausibles either the child does

not hear or cannot reproduce the error - when he gives a grammatical

response to an ungrammatical stimulus. We tried to establish whether

20



or not the children usually heard the grammatical errors.

Me conclude that they heard the errors fairly often, from the effect

of ungrammaticalness on all the types of responses. There were twice

asmany inadequate responses to ungram as to grammatical stimuli,

and more serious errors (excluding normalizations). If the children

usually did not hear the ungrammatical stimuli as ungrammatical, we

would not expect these indications of disruption.

It seems probable that the children sometimes fail to hear the

error, and sametimes fail to reproduce the error. The latency data

is inconclusive, but suggest that both explanations hold. Some

normalizing responses are as fast as accurate repetitions of gram-

matical stimuli - which we would expect if the children donut hear

the error; some normalizing responses are longer, which we would ex-

pect if children heard the error but had trouble with it.

General Scheme for Repetition

Why should it be difficult for the children to accurately repeat

ungrammatical sentences, when it is relatively easy for them to repeat

grammatical sentences? Let us compare what is involved in repeating

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, in the light of a scheme of

the repetition process.

Input Storage Output

(Identification) (Reproduction)

23.



In terns of this familiar scheme, we can say that repeating a grammatical

sentence involves three stages: first, the child must identify or ana-

lyze the sentence; second, he must store it; third, he must reproduce

it.

With an ungiraimpatical sentence as stimulus, the child has a gran-

matical error aa well as the sentence's normal structure to deal with.

Wb can think of the error as a kind of footnote to the structure that

increases the difficaty of repeating. At the stage of identification,

the child must disentangle structure and footnote; he mist store both,

which is more cumbersome than the structure alone; he must reproduce

both, which at the least involves an extra operation.

Successful repetitions of grammatical sentences reproduce a given

structure, 2; successful repetitions of ungrammatical reproduce structure

and a footnote, s + f) normalizations reproduce just the structure, It;

inadequate respanses reproduce neither structure nor footnote.6

There is more stress on the faculties with ungrammatical stimuli,

then. At the age of 3-4 children's faculties are still limited, so limited

that they can repeat accurately grammatical sentences, but not ungram-

matical sentences. Recall that it is just the most know structures -

structures the children find easy-to repeat in grammatical form - that

with errors produce normalizations. Mb can now put it that the best-

known structures are easiest to identify in ungrammatical forms which
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is hardly surprising. But the childran's faculties are often too

limited for reproduction of the full ungTammatical sentence. This,

I suggest, is the reason for the high incidence of normalising re-

sponses; and the explanation of the correlation, mentioned earlier,

between the effect of ungrammaticalness and normalizations.

This analysis covers only the times when the children hear the

error in an ungrammatical stimulus. When they do not hear the error,

of coarse, it is no more difficult to repeat ungrammatical than gram-

matical sentences; and it is not unreasonable that they are most likely

not to hear an error when they expect a particular structure, that is,

when they know a structure fairly well. In umn, then., the better known

a structure, the more likelihood of its being heard as normal, (when

it occurs in odd form).

If normalizations are due to the children's limited faculties, we

would expect that normalizations would decrease if a) a particular

structure were within their scope or 0 the faculties increased in

scope. We have in our data eases of each of these, suggesting that

our explanation is a good one. Consider a) first. The children's

faculties might be as adequate for repeating grammatical and ungram-

matical versions of a structure, if the structure were very easy and

very well-known, or on the other hand if structural eaes were not used

in the repetitions. In the first case there should be high accuracy
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on responses to both kinds of stimuli, in the second case relatively

law accuracy with both kinds. A/though generally the various struc-

tural types of stimuli fell into two groups, A and B, there was one

type at the extreme of each group. Conjunctions, such as lie waved

to Nick and Penny, were easier than the other A types; sentences with

verbal auxiliaries, such as tjor_j_yna have ridden to schaawere

much more difficult than the other B types. There were few normalization

responses to either of these types of sentences.

As faculties increase, we would expect more frequent accurate

responses to ungrammatical sentences and correspondingly fewer normal-

izations. I mentioned earlier that our uubjects fell into three

groups when ranked on the basis of verbal maturity. The middle and

most mature children had a higher percentage of accuracy, and more

normalizations, than the least mature group. However there was a

significant difference between the middle and the oldest group, with

respect to ungrammaticalness: the oldest children were less affected

by it than the middle ones. In other words, the percentage of accur-

ate responses dropped most sharply with ungrammatical stimuli for the

middle group; the older children were less disrupted by ungrammatical

stimuli (although their responses too were significantly affected).
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Interpretation of errors

The scheme Zor the repetition process enables us to interpret

other errors in the children's responses, as well as normalizations.

We suggest that different types of error indicate difficulty at dif-

ferent stages of the repeating process. We are interested in the

children's difficulties in repeating A and B stimuli, so we shall

look briefly at the errors and their incidence in responses to stimuli

of each group.

Three types of error have been mentioned (excluding inadequate

responses) peripheral errors, structure-preserving errors, and struc-

ture-violating errors. Normalizations are of course structure-preserv-

ing errors. Each type of error can be associated plausibly-with dif-

ficulty at a different stage. Peripheral errors and normalizations,

since they leave intact the basic structure of a stimulus, are prob-

ably due to difficulties at the stage of storage or reprodacation.

Structure-preserving errors that are not normalizations (e.g., omis-

sion of one of two adjectives) are probably dne to storage difficulties.7

It seems likely that structure-violating errors are due to difficulties

at the first, identification stage of the repeating process; the alter-

native, that a child correctly analyzes a sentence but stores it

according to a different analysis, or without the first one, is dif-

ficult to take seriously.
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Inaccurate responses to A stimuli tend to have peripheral and/or

structure preserving errors; inaccurate responses to B stimuli tend

to have serious, structure-violating errors. Therefore we conclude

that the childrenss difficulties with A stimuli occurred usually at

the storage or .eeproduction stage of the repeating process; whereas

frequently their difficulties with B stimuli occurred at the stage

of identification. Not only were the responses to A stimuli more

freqUently accurate, then; we can sgy also that the children, were more

often able to correctly identify the A stimuli.

Now I want to speculate as to what happens when children have dif-

ficulty identifying a structure: What do the children hear? The in-

accurate responses suggest that when children cannot identify a struc-

ture they tend to hear a simpler structure,

Our evidence is drawn from responses to B stimuli. Recall that

there are several types of structure-violating error; one of these is

the omission of the entire complexity of the stimulus sentence, so that

it is repeated as a simplex sentence. There were twice as many in-

stances of this type, where the complex aspect of a sentence is omitted,

as other types of structure-violating errors together. If the children

did not successfully identify a structure, they tended to ignore the

complex aspects of that structure. This is particularly striking if

one considers other types of serious errors that the children might
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have made: they did not leave out the complex constituent altogether;

nor, successfully repeating the complex constituent, forget the rest of

the sentence; nor did they often make unorderly errors, garbling or

ignoring crucial words. Instead, they tended to pick out simple

structures from the complex structures.

Examples: 1) Mommy could have lost her purse.

Momgy lost her purse.

2) Nbt Jane but Betty called you.

Betty called you.

3) The boy who was running fell down.

The boy fell down.

Generalizing, we could say that children tend to omit, perhaps not

to hear, what they don't know. This seems paradoxical: aren't we imply-

ing that the children must first analyze a structure, to find out what

it is they don't know? The paradox:is only apparent: we are discuss-

ing a mechanism rather than a procedure for analysis. In listening,

the children pick out or attend to what they know, with the result that

they eliminate or ignore what they do not know. Their behavior is not

unlike that of the children in the Response Experiment outlined earlier,

who tended not to listen to utterances beginning with words they did

not know. Responses of this type, where the complex aspect of a

sentence was entirely omitted, occurred rarely with A stimuli.
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Finally, I would like to mention a different type of inaccurate

response, that occurred occasionally with A stimuli and almost never

with B stimuli. Same responses to A stimuli had structures similar

to that of the stimulus, so similar that the response might be called

approximation of the stimuli structure. For instances

The man asked hear music The man asked where's music

The man asked hear music ---> The man asked for more music

Both of the responses have, like the stimulus sentence, sentence ob-

jects: but the objects are quite different from that of the stimulus.

These approximations were only occasional,8 but they suggest as

other responses to A stimuli do, that the children had mach better

control of A structures than they had of B structures, In response

to A structures, the children tended to repeat accurately, identify

ungrammatical structures easily, and there were some approximations

of the A structures. The contrast with B structures is strong: the

children tended, with B structures, to give inaccurate or inadequate

responses as frequently as accurate ones and to have trouble identify-

ing the B structures.

We should not infer too readily that the children understand

structures they can repeat. However, the different types of responses

to our experimental stimuli suggest at least that the children know

more about A structures than they do about B structures.
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ummary

The experiment shaws that repetition can be a useful tool for

investigating linguistic competence. We found that 3 and 4 year

old children could repeat quite accurately sentences with a low degree

of compression (A structures), but that they were much less accurate

in repeating sentences with higher compression (B structures). There

was evidence that structural cues were 'used s'Aletimes in repetitions

of all the types presented; but the childrenis responses indicated

that they knew a great deal move about the A structures than the

B structures.

From their responses to structures that were difficult for them

(at a particular stage), we were able to infer something of what children

listen to in adult speech. In the Response Experiment sketched at the

beginning of this paper' the children tended not to respond to stimuli

containing nonsense syllables - that is, unfamiliar words. Their re-

sponses were especially rare to stimuli that began with unfamiliar

words. Apparently the children *tuned outil utterances that signalled

themselves at the beginning as impenetrable. In the repetition experi-

ment the children were older and the structures more complex. It was

striking that, when the children failed to repeat accurately a difficult
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structure, they tended to give a simpler Oruoture rather than a con-

fused or garbled version of the diffiallt cne. In both experiments,

then, it seemed that the children listened to adult speech very selectively.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Children's free res onses to verbal commands la Elizabeth Shipley,

Carlota Smith and Lila Gleitman, in preparation.

2. The subjects' ages varied

samples of their natur

to verbal maturity.

informative measure.

advanced verbally.

3. In this presenta

different, with

from 11/2 to 21/2 years. We collected

speech and ranked the subjects according

Modal utterance length proved to be the most

The younger children tended to be the least

ion I shall mention results as significant, or

only rough statistical support. However, every-

thing referred to in this way has been shawn to be significant

by statistical analysis.

L. This is only a rough descriptions, applying to the types of stimuli

our subj

which

more

ects heard. Actually a full investigation of this property -

we hope to embark on in the future - would show it to be

complicated.

S. Accurate repetitions were fewer for certain sentences with several

verbal auxiliaries; namely those that had two possible res-

olutions, one of which involved deletion of one auxiliary, the

other sdbstitution. (E.g.s

--4 Mommy could have lost her purse

-°) nETY214.0ost 1.12E_Purse/

There were relatively many normalizing responses to these stimuli,

the normalizations 'including both possible resolutions.
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5. Responses containing f alone - the complex phrase with error-

did not occur.

7. Structure-preserving errors might be sometimes due to difficulties

at the stage of productions or perhaps even of identification.

8. There were too few approximations for statistical analysis.

9. See footnote 1.
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